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Abstract 

This study aims to mark both the shopping motives and behavior on Facebook 

among university students in Palestine. This study of a particular significance; since it is 

a start point to fill the gap found in local marketing on Facebook where local retailers 

will be able to identify the shopping motives and behavior and the type of shoppers 

visiting their Facebook page. The researchers employed the In-depth interviewing 
approach to uncover the type of Facebook shopper, their motives, their behavior online, 

and their shopping strategies. The researchers concluded that the type of Facebook 

shopper should be identified first; so that the retailer can effectively use the Facebook 

page of the store to attract different kinds of shoppers. This study presents a number of 

recommendations, for Facebook to be an effective marketing tool, the local retailer 

should have the favorable characteristics of the ideal admin and keep up with what goes 

on the store Facebook page. Further research is required to obtain a better image of 

Facebook shopping in Palestine. 

Keywords: Facebook shopper, Shopping motivation, Shopping behavior, Facebook 

shopping strategy, Ideal Facebook page, Ideal admin, Facebook shopping 
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• Social media: social media is "a group of internet-based applications that build 

on the ideological and technological foundations of web 2.0, which allow the 

creation and exchange of user generated content". (Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010, 

p.61) 

• Social Networking Site (SNS): is "a cyber-environment that allows the 

individual to construct his or her profile, sharing text, images, and photos, and to 

link other members of the site application and groups provided by the internet" 

(Boyd & Ellison 2008). 

% Social shopping: is "a type of e-commerce that seeks to involve people with 

similar tastes in an online shopping experience" (Rouse, 2014). 

• Social marketing: is the attempt to use social media to persuade consumers that 

one's company, products and/or services are worthwhile (Ward, 2008). 

• eWOM: "any positive or negative statement made by potential, actual, or fonner 

customers about a product or company, which is made available to a multitude 

of people and institutions via the Internet" (Yoo et al., 2013, p. 669). 

• Motivation: is what prompts the person to act in a certain way or at least develop 

an inclination for specific behavior (Pardee, 1990) 
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Chapter One 

1. Introduction 

In the present time, researchers have drawn attention to the importance of social 

motivations for shopping. Social interaction has been shown to be important in online 

shopping. Social networking is becoming one of the major ways in which people 

socialize. However, e-retailers have difficulty in satisfying customers' higher-level 

needs such as personal interaction. In this study, researchers sought to explore the fit 
between shopping and social networking; given that shopping is such a popular social 

activity, it is likely that people will welcome combining shopping with social 

networking. 

Harris & Dennis (2011) in their conceptual paper, they proposed that shoppers 

will welcome combining social networking with shopping. . They explored the 

proposition with a qualitative investigation through asking the participants to compare a 

specific social networking shopping site (www.osoyou.com) with a more traditional 

shopping site. Despite not being previously aware of Osoyou.com, the panel of young 

women all preferred the social networking shopping site because they found it 

enjoyable and useful. Moreover, a disadvantage to the site, it was hard to use on account 

of having to log in separately to each individual retailer in order to shop. Facebook's 

Login service is now able to overcome the major disadvantage of logging in separately 

to individual retailers. Therefore, it is expected that the opportunity of combining 

Facebook social networking with shopping will be welcomed, particularly by young 

people. 

This study has a particular importance for Palestine; because it's the first study 

investigating the motivations or purposes for using social networks particularly FB in 

the context of cultural, technological, and economic factors in Palestine: 1) Cultural 
factors: How Palestinians perceive social media networks as a part of their life and as a 

tool for shopping?. 2) Technological factors: Do all Palestinians have internet conection 

to their computers or mobile phones anytime anywhere? 3) Economic factors: Is there 

online infrastructure available to Palestinians in order to make payments when they 

shop online? (See figure 1 on the next page) 
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Figure 1: Percentages of persons who use social networks in Palestine 
according to the purpose of use 

II Acquaintance 

I Games and entertainment 

■ Phone calls 

II Debate and dialogue on political 
topics 
Debate and dialogue on religious 
topics 

II Debate and dialogue on cultural 
and literary topics 
Debate and dialogue on topics of 

heritage 

75% 

Source: Palestinian Central Bureau o Statistics '2014 

A basic premise of social media networks is to enable the posting of content with 

the intent of encouraging interaction (McHaney, 2013). Facebook now provides a 

variety of ways for online retailers to offer a more 'social' purchase experience, either by 

integrating Facebook features into their own sites or (increasingly) by operating within 
Facebook itself. What this could mean in practice is that retailers begin to link 

customers' membership with behavioral data such as how often specific people visit the 

site and what they actually buy. Customers can already log into a site using their 

Facebook credentials, and before long, they will be able to pay and checkout with any 

other form of registration required making the purchase process dramatically easier. 

These trends indicate that the potential power of interaction is now being raised to a 

new level as the attention and trust of consumers has shifted towards social networks. 

The use of Facebook can be seen as a financial wealth that will add to the returns 

of companies that seek to achieve marketing objectives. Examples of such companies, 

Nike sports shoes. Following this move, the global sports brand Nike has taken also 

social media marketing in-house to gain a deeper understanding and relation with its 

customers. "Clearly they think they can get by without big television campaigns 
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anymore" (Fortune.com). The Redmond Company spent nearly $ 800 million on 

'nontraditional' advertising in 2010, according to Advertising Age estimates, and that is 

indeed the way. Social media and digital platfonns are out there opening new directions 

to companies which know how to use and adapt towards it and Nike is one of them. 

Therefore, social media facilitated the creation of online communities through 

providing a variety of content and channels for interaction (Berthon et al., 2012). It was 
able to create "social networks" and transform ways of communication through 

generating digital environments (McHaney, 2013). :i 

To understand what motives people to use and become engaged in social 

networking sites, their behavior on online social environments should be uncovered 

first; whether they are visiting SNSs for fun and entertainment, browsing for products, 

searching for information from online users or purchasing products online.(Mikalef et 

al., 2013). 
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2. Research Problem 

The basic problem which this study will address is the fact that many local 

businesses in Hebron who use FB in their marketing activities are using it randomly; 

without understanding how their customers are using FB in general or for shopping in 

particular and thus they are not aware how their strategy is affecting their customers 

through marketing on FB. 

Until now, limited number of studies has dealt specifically with how Palestinians 

use FB and how it is affecting their shopping behavior. The behavior of SNS users is 

influenced by the nature and culture of their social groups on social media networks, 

especially their behavior and attitude towards brands and products which are affected by 

the opinions of group members (M 'uniz and Jensen Schau, 2007). Moreover, "Cultural 

and social nonns play an important role in shaping Internet usage. The younger 

generation in the Arab world is influenced by both traditional Islamic and modem 

culture" (Solberg, 2002). Thus, the cultural differences proved to exist. 

Previous studies found a strong link between motivations of use and shopping 

motivations. It was reported that browsing behavior and experiences are predictive of 
online buying (Poel & Buckinx, 2005). Therefore, local retailers should first understand 

their customer's motivations of use to understand their shopping behavior online. 

To work on this problem, the research questions (RQs) were detennined as 

follows: 
1. What are the motives of using Facebook among the Palestinian university 

students (males and females)? 
a. What are the motives behind using FB among the Palestinian university 

students? 
b. Are males and females motivated by the same reasons? 

c. How they are using FB? 
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2. What are the motivations for shopping using FB? 

a. Do the Palestinian university students follow shopping sites on FB and if 
so what are they? 

b. How do they use FB sites for shopping (Browsing or actually buying)? 
c. What motivates university students to shop through FB? 
d. How FB has changed the way university students shop? 

3. Study Objectives: 

The overall goal of this study is to mark both the shopping motives and behavior 

on Facebook among university students in Palestine, which will help in return to build 

an effective marketing plan targeting these customers (particularly Facebook users). 

The objectives of this study are: 

1. To identify the motivations for usmg FB among Palestinian university 

students, both males and females. 
2. To examine if the motivation for using FB is affected by one's gender. 

3. To uncover the pattern of using FB among Palestinian university students. 

4. To identify the motivations that drive Palestinian university students to shop 

on FB. 
5. To figure out whether Palestinian university students use FB only for 

browsing or for actually buying products. 

4. Significance of the study: 
The significance of this study can be stated as the following: 

1. This study will offer insights on the behavior and motivations behind both using 

FB and shopping on FB. 
2. This study will be a starting point for future research concerning FB use and 

shopping behavior studies in Palestine. 
3. This study will give local retailers insights on how their customers are using FB 

for shopping and thus help them to use FB as an effective tool in their online 

marketing strategy. 
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5. The Study limits: 

1) Locational limits: College of Administrative science and informatics at 

Palestine Polytechnic University in Hebron. 

2) Time limits: includes the first and second Semester of the academic year of 

2015-2016. 
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Chapter Two 

This chapter contains the study theoretical framework and the related studies. 

2.1 Theoretical Framework 

2.1.1 The emergence of Web 2.0 as the new version of the internet 

The internet first appeared· in 1969 when four host computers were connected to 

form one "network" which was called ARPANET (Mclaney, 2013). The internet has 
developed since then to consist of more than 5 billion devices in 2010 (McHaney, 2013) 

and has been growing during the last ten years to provide an infrastructure for 
communicating, creating information and sharing data among billions of online users 

resulting in world-wide interaction and collaboration (Henriksson et al., 2010). 

It was 2004 when Web 2.0 was introduced as the new version of the World Wide 

Web in O'Reilly media web2.0 conference. Web 2.0 is one of the most valuable services 

to all people which were made possible by the internet (McHaney, 2013). Web 2.0 

presents the new phase of the internet-based interaction where all people can read, 

write, meet, interact and communicate regardless of their geographical location at any 

time (McHaney, 2013). 

Nowadays, Web 2.0 is being used by people every day and all what they need is a 

device with internet connection (McHaney, 2013). Web 2.0 has 4 main components 

(McHaney, 20 13; Henrik sson et al., 2010): 

1. Social media: According to businessdictionary.com, it is defined as "Primarily 

internet or cellular phone based applications and tools to share infonnation 

among people. Social media includes popular networking websites, like 

Facebook and Twitter; as well as bookmarking sites like Digg or Reddit. It 

involves blogging and forums and any aspect of an interactive presence which 

allows individuals ability to engage in conversations with one another, often as a 

discussion over a particular blog post, news article, or event". 

2. Content communities: According to igi-global.com, it is defined as "organize 

and share particular kinds of content. The most popular content communities 
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tend to form around photos (Flickr), bookmarked links (del.icio.us) and videos 
(You Tube)". 

3. Web applications: According to pcmag.com, "An application in which all or 
some parts of the software are downloaded from the Web each time it is run. It 

may refer to browser-based apps that run within the user's Web browser, or to 

"rich client" desktop apps that do not use a browser or to mobile apps that access 

the Web for additional infonnation". An example of web applications is 

Dropbox which is a cloud storage application. 

4. Content aggregators: According to techtarget.com, "A content aggregator is an 

individual or organization that gathers Web content (and/or sometimes 

applications) from different online sources for reuse or resale. There are two 

kinds of content aggregators: (1) those who simply gather material from various 

sources for their Web sites, (2) those that gather and distribute content to suit 

their customer's needs". An example of content aggregators is RSS feeds on 

CNN.com which shows the user alerts when breaking news posted. There is also 

another type of aggregators which enabled the customization of web content 

such as MyYahoo and iGoogle. 

Almost every category of Web 2.0 is considered a social channel because it 

requires people to participate and socialize online (Henriksson et al., 2010). Web 2.0 

and social media are used sometimes as interchangeable tenns (McHaney, 2013). Social 

media is the largest category within Web 2.0 (McHaney, 2013). It presents the "social" 

aspect of Web 2.0. 

Social media has become an essential part in people's daily lives (Henriksson et 

al., 2010). It provides a new channel for interaction and communication for everyone 

with a computer that is connected to the internet (Berthon et al,, 2012). 

Social media is a subset of web2.0 (Liang&Turban, 2012), and social marketing 

sites (SNSs) present a subset of social media (McHaney, 2013). Social media is based 

on the fact that people naturally tend to form communities where they can interact, 

Sh d · 1· · t t, pictures, and videos as ways for communication in their are, an socialize using :ex, 

groups or communities (McHaney, 2013). 
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Social media gives a new platform r> : : : :..: IC m tor interaction between individuals. between ' 
individuals and business, between individuals and their l ·ty (H iks ?t l arger socie y enn sson e a ., 

2010). 

Social media applications provide different content and different channels for 

interaction for their users (Berthon et al., 2012). The social media content includes: text, 

pictures, videos, networks and virtual worlds (McHaney, 2013). 

First, Text, is what appears in texting systems as these available on smart phones, 

blogs the short fonn of web logs ( e.g. social media blogs ), instant messaging (IM) ( e.g. 

Yahoo Messenger) which was the first form of social media, and micro-blogs (e.g. 

Twitter) (Berthon et al., 2012; McHaney, 2013). 

Picture-sharing websites ( e.g. Flicker) give the users the opportunity to store and 

share different images (Berthon et al., 2012). Video-sharing communities such as 

YouTube allow people to upload, download and share videos (Berthon et al., 2012). 

Social network sites (SNSs) (e.g. Facebook) was made through the virtual space which 

was created and enabled by web 2.0 technology (McHaney, 2013). 

These social networks enabled people and organizations to create their own pages 

and groups, share information, post comments and create their virtual communities 

(McHaney, 2013). Social networks reflect the power shifts from the individual to the 

collective community (Berthon et al., 2012). 

Virtual worlds (e.g. Second Life), on the other hand, allow people to create their 

own avatars and make them engaged in another (virtual) reality (McHaney, 2013). 

Kaplan & Haenlein (2010) classified social media according to two main 

dimensions: 1. Social presence or media richness, 2.Self-presentation or Self-disclosure 

(see Table 1 on the next page). 
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Low 
Social presence/ Media richness 

Medium High 

High Blogs Social networking sites Virtual social worlds 
Self· (e.g., Facebook) (e.g., Second Life) 

presentation/ 
Self- 

disclosure Collaborative Content communities Low projects Virtual game worlds 
(e.g., Wikipedia) (e.g., You lube) (e.g., World of Warcraft) 

Table 1: Classification of social media 

This classification relied on a sci' of theories in the field of med in resenrch (social 

presence, media richness) and social processes (self-presentntion, self-disclosure) 
(Kaplan & .1 lucnlcin, 20 I 0). Both the rncclia research nnd social processes arc 

considered the two key clements of Socinl Medin (Knplnn & l lnonlein, 20 l 0). 

1) Social presence or 1ncdia richness. Socinl presence theory states thnl 

media differ i.n the degree of "soeiol prescncu'"-delincd us the ncoustic. 

visual, and physical contact thnt cun be nchicvcd-thcy ullm;1,, to cmcrgu 
bclw<.:c11 two communication partners (Kaplan & llncnl1,;in. 20 l 0). The 

hiehcr the :,o<.;inl prcsc11~0. lhc lnr~cr the sociul inl1u1.:ncc llwl the 
communication partners have on cnch oth(~1··s bchnvior. This is related to 

lhu concept l)r n1cdin rkhncss (Knplm1 &. l r ncnlein. 20 I 0). 

2) Solf••prosN\f afion or f.;clfMdisclo:mrc. Ac~onling to Ool'lhrnn ( 1959) the 

(;Onccpl or sclf-pri.;scnlution ~tote:-: lhLll in uny typo or sm:inl intt:rndi.ln\ 

people have the desire to control the impressions other people form of them 
(Knplr111 & llncnlciu. 2010). Usu11lly. SLl<.:h 11 prol'lcntutirn\ is done through 
self-disclosure; that is, the conscious or unconscious revelation of personal 
information (c.., thoughts, feelings, likes, dislikes) that is consistent with 

the image one would like to give (Kaplan & Hacnlein, 2010), 
The channels (social media channels) through which messages are transmitted or 

carried from the source (e., company) to the recipient (e., consumers), have certain 
features; these channels are casy to get to, enable interaction in real time, can spread the 

mcssape fast to reach lare number of people (Beithon et al., 2012), 
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Both the content and channels of social media enabled the transfer of the social 

nature of humans to new digital environment, particularly social network sites 
(McHaney, 2013). 

Social media provides multiple options for people to know more about everything 

around them including the products and goods they buy (Henriksson et al., 2010). 

Social media enabled users to create the content they want on its digital platforms and 

the content is called user-generated content (UGC) (Berthon et al., 2012). 

As a result, users are no longer content consumers; they are content producers 

(Berthon et al., 2012). Consumers enjoy using interactive websites for creating online 

profiles, posting messages, inviting friends, sharing videos and browsing for cloth and 

other products (McHaney, 2013). Thus, they can create their own networks of family, 

friends and acquaintances (Berthon et al,, 2012), It is their social networking activities 

which makes the social media (Berthon et al., 2012). 

Therefore, users in general and consumers in particular are the center of social 

media" creative consumers are the new locus of value in web 2.0" and " creative 
' 

consumers are the dynamos of this new media world "(Berthon et al., 2012, p263). 

Figure 2 below illustrates that web 2.0 technology enabled the consumers to 

become creators of the content that is distributed among different users and form what 

is known as social media. 

Technical shift in locus of activity 
from desktop to web 

Web 2.0 

shift in the locus of power 
away from the firm to the 

consumer 

Social 

Consumers 
UGc 

shift in locus of value 
production from the firm 

to the consumer 

Creators 
Content 

s- w b 2 o social media and creative consumers 
Figure 2: Conceptual framework for /€I ·· 
(Berthon et al., 2012). 
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2.1.2 Social media in business 

Social media has changed th 1 • · · e way people communicate. People use social media 
websites (networks, video sharing websites or blogs) to keep in contact with their 
friends, sharing what gains their att ti d :. > ention an comment on different items they 
purchase. (Henriksson et al, 2010). Thus, social media appeared as a space for wider 

communication. "Social media can further be described as an electronic equivalent to 

what people usually do in person; talk to each other" (Henrikesson et al, 2010, p7) 

The dramatic changes in the technological infrastructure that appeared due to the 

emergence ofWeb2.0 technology make it crucial for the marketers and business owners 

to work closely to social media and also integrate it in their marketing plan (Oztamur & 

Karakadiler, 2014). 

Social media in general and social networking sites in particular, increases the 

search-ability of the brand and provide the company with an additional platform for 

two-way communication (Oztamur & Karakadiler, 2014). This in tum, gives a rise to 

social network marketing (SNM) which requires both social networks and marketing to 

work and collaborate in business life (Oztamur & Karakadiler, 2014). 

In SNM, businesses can recreate the material they used to show it in magazines 

and newspapers or on radio and television in digital form with an additional benefit 

which is the "layer of social interaction" (McHaney, 2013). 

Through utilizing the potential of social media networks in the business plans, 

companies can get their message out in an easier and fast way (McHaney, 2013). They 

share their. material with a large number of people who interact, collaborate, socialize 

and share their opinions about the item or brand they purchase (Henrikesson et al, 

2010). 

Customers can also do more than sharing their opinions and impressions about the 

b d th t Or destroy the brand reputation through spreading their ran ; ey can promo e 
1,p, :, i4] 5latforms where other customers seek their advice when they 
information on soc1a, plat1o 

t t d t ftbe Same brand (Oztamur & Karakadiler, 2014). 
wan o try a new pro uc o 
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However, in order to get the be t . st social networks marketing, companies should 
have a clear strategy about how to use soc'il 3d; cial media networks as a marketing tool 
(Oztamur & Karakadiler, 2014). 

A study done by Oztamur & K kadil ( . : ara a 1 er 2014), presents three mam steps for 

using social media for marketing. The first step is to identify the target customers. The 

company could answer some questions that would help to know their future customers. 

Questions may include:" what are their demographic characteristics?", "do they have a. 

specific location?", and "what do they currently buy?" 

The second step is to spot where they go online. For example, the company should 

know which social media channels they use, what websites they visit on a regular basis, 

and what type of videos they are interested in. The third step is for company to define 

where it stands in the market. For example, ifthere are major players in the market who 

have the top rankings, the company would look for better ways to create a competitive 

social content and generate traffic to the website and look for channels (like discussion 

forums) to find their target customers. 

In the field of online marketing, various studies were conducted on SNM using 

clickstream data (e.g., session frequency, time spent, and number of pages) (Poel and 

Buckinx, 2005). The research conducted by Poel and Buckinx (2005) showed that the 

conversion rate of a company website is one major problem for online marketing 

managers. It was found that the conversion rate essentially depends on the purchasing 

behavior of the customer (Poel and Buckinx, 2005) 

To examine the purchasing behavior, the drives of purchasing must be identified 

(Poel and Buckinx, 2005). The drivers of purchasing (offline or online) are the forces 

which motivates the customer to search for the product, browse the social media 

websites for others customer's reviews, browse for alternatives for the product or buy 

the product online and make the payment (Mikalef et al., 2013). Sismeiro and Bucklin 

stated: "Predicting and understanding online-buying behavior is of utmost importance 
c bsite 1anagers" (Poel and Buckinx, 2005). Thus, to understand the 
tor ecommerce welisi:e m 
customer's purchasing behavior on online environment, the motivations should be 

identified first (Hoffman & Novak, 2009). 
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Moreover, the objective of marker . mg onlme should be directed to ensure that 
these online environments provide "flow O rtu · • " ppo» unities' for the consumer (Hoffman & 
Novak, 2009). Flow means "the co 1 t . mp e e engagement with and immersion in an 
activity" (Hoffman & Novak, 2009) The term "flow" · · 11 h · db · was orgina,'y c aractenze y 
Csikszentmihalyi (1997) as "an integration of the const t f 1 1 .:. db k ructs o; a clear goa,, tee iac1., 

challenges matching skills, concentration focus co. ntr l 1 f lf • id 3 ' 0,0ss0 Sel -consciousness, an 

transformation of time" (Hoffman & Novak, 2009). 

The researchers, Hoffman & Novak, argued that "the unique characteristics of the 

internet contributed to our belief that flow was an important construct for understanding 

consumer use the web in 1996, the envirorunent of the web itself has changed radically 

over the past decade". Therefore, these two researchers conducted another research in 

2009; in order to study the flow in the context of the social nature of the web which was 

made possible by the user generated content (Hoffman & Novak, 2009). 

Studying the flow experience online will help to clarify the customer behavior on 

online social platforms (Hoffman & Novak, 2009). To help studying the flow 

experience on Web 2.0 social networks, Hoffman & Novak (2009) introduced a 

comprehensive conceptual model which demonstrates the network navigation process 

for users of social media networks. Their model examined three main themes in the 

flow experience: 1) what makes online experiences (e.g., interacting or skills and 

challenges) so powerful and captivating to the user. 2) The type or nature of an 

irresistible flow experience ( e.g., involvement, telepresence or attention). 3) The 

outcomes of online flow experience (increased learning, perceived behavioral control or 

exploratory mindset) (Hoffman & Novak, 2009). 

2.1.3 Successful online community delivers value to its consumers 

T th d O the marketplace was already an interactive platform for 
wo ousan years ag , 

b th 
· d · 1 1·v

1
·ty as well as knowledge exchange (Seraj, 2012). Online 

o1 economic an socra, actu 
· · h d t b the first destination for people in their daily lives as the 

communities .as turne o e 
· · · t "th their family friends markets and the 

socialization platform to keep in contact wit 

world around them (Henriksson et al., 2013). 
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The research studying the motiv f r a 10ns o people using social networking sites is 
diverse (Hoffman & Novak 2009) A tud ' · s Y conducted by Seraj (2012) revealed that the 
characteristics of an online community would create value for the users or consumers 

and triggers (motivates) engagement. This study based on the observation that 

consumers choose to spend time on certain virtual cor ·iti but t ill ili mmum 1es, u no a on me 
platform (Seraj, 2012). It reported that there is a different perceived value delivered to 

the consumer by successful and failing online communities (Seraj, 2012). 

The tenn of 'online communities', also called 'virtual communities' was defined by 

Rheingold as "social aggregations that emerge from the Net when enough people carry 

on those public discussions long enough, with sufficient human feeling, to form webs of 

personal relationships in cyber-space" (Seraj, 2012, p210).Another definition was given 
by Bagozzi & Dholakia who emphasized that online communities are ultimately about 

social interaction: "mediated social spaces in the digital environment that allow groups 

to form and be sustained primarily through ongoing communication process". 

The 'value' is another term to understand when studying online communities. 

Zeithmal defined 'value' as "consumer's overall assessment of the utility of a product 

based on perceptions of what is received and what is given" (Seraj, 2012, p.209) . 

Moreover, the related research regarding online communities have explored the 

'motivations' for joining these virtual communities, the factors that bring satisfaction, 

types of interaction on online social networks, and intentions of members to re-use 

(Seraj, 2012). 

A group of previous studies reported that it is the nature of the people- who tend 

to be in communities- which motivates them to gather and participate in virtual 

ti (S · 2012). This natural inclination was termed as "desire for social communes eraj, · 
action" by Bagozzi & Dholakia (2002) or as "re-tribalization" by Adam & Smith 

(2008). 

d th t online community usage relied on two factors: 
Preece (2001) reporte a 

iabili± ad ability While sociability presents the purpose of use, policy and 
soc1alnility, an usatnlity. 

• d · 1 port and navigation and access. Kim, 
people, usability presents dialog an socia sup , 

. d h t th determinants of user satisfaction include: purpose of 
Park & Jin (2008) showe t a he 

• 1 port and navigation. 
use, people, policy dialog and socia sup , 
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Ridings & Gefen (2004) reported th t 1 . . . . . a the main reasons why people prefer to 
socialize with others online include: informatic cha :. :. : · ton exchange, social support, friendship, 
and recreation. 

Cheung and Lee (2009) found that the influential factors that bring members 

satisfaction on an online community include· self- d; · t- liscovery, entertainment, social 
enhancement, and maintenance of inter-personal connectivity. 

In addition, there are groups and individual goals for which people engage in 
online communities including: "self- exhibition, learning through knowledge transfer, 

participation in co-creation and innovation, and socialization and recreation". For online 
communities focusing on marketing a brand, people will go online to seek 

recommendations from other customers, share their experience or purchase products 

(Seraj, 2012). 

2.1.4 Motivations for using social networks for shopping 

The motivations of users are of a critical importance to marketers who wish to 

harvest the potential of social media networks as a marketing, "user are the core of 

social media and are involved in media generation, circulation, and commenting on any 

content that is entered in the web, even that which is consumer- oriented" (Mikalef et 

al,,2013). 

In this section, three main subjects will be discussed. 1) Theories about 

motivations. 2) The factors that drive product browsing on social media platfonns are 

classified and explained according to utilitarian and hedonic motivation theory. 3) This 
section also presents the type of search behavior that helps to differentiate between the 

user's motivations and tells what kind of online shoppers visit a certain websites 

(Mikalef et al., 2013; Moe, 2003). 
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2.1.4.1 Theories about motivations 

Motivation is a complex phenomenon. Several theories attempt to explain how 
motivations work: 

A) Maslow's hierarchy of needs 

Self 
actualization: 
achieving one's 

. full potential, 
including creative 

activities 

Esteem needs: 
prestige and feeling of accomplishment 

Belongingness and love needs: 
intimate relationships, friends 

Safety needs: 
security, safety 

Physiological needs: 
food, water, warmth, rest 

Fi ure 3: Maslow's hierarch of needs Source:www.figure&.net ,Janu 

According to Maslow (Figure 3 above), lower needs take priority and they must be 

fulfilled before others needs in the hierarchy. Maslow stated that people are motivated 

by the desire to achieve or maintain the various conditions upon which these basic 

satisfaction rest (Veronika, 2013) 

People have different needs and wants, not everyone is motivated by the same 

things, and it depends where you are in the hierarchy. Those needs can be strong or 

weak and are influenced by environmental factors. Thus, human needs vary over time 

and place (Ramlall, 2004) 

When you are planning for targeting certain customers (market segment), make 

sure that their basic needs are fulfilled Such as sufficient food and safe home. For 

example, you don't market galaxy six in South Africa. 
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B) Alderfer's ERG theory 

Alderfer classifies needs into 3 categories 1 . , also ordered hieratically (Ramlall, 
2004): 

1. Growth needs ( development of comp t . . • 9e ence and realization of potential) 
2. Relatedness needs (satisfactory relatio 'th h ns Wt ot ers) 
3. Existence needs (physical well-being) 

Alderfer believed that as you star sat' f . high . ts ymg er needs, they became more 
intense. For instance, the more power you get th e more you want power. 

C) Acquired needs theory (McClellan) 

Some needs are acquired as a result of life experience, this theory recognize that 

everyone prioritize needs differently (Ramlall, 2004). 

1) Need for achievement, accomplish something difficult. 

2) Need for affiliation, from close personal relationships. 

3) Need for power, control others. 

ID. Cognitive evaluation theory 

Suggest that there are two motivation systems intrinsic and extrinsic that 

correspond to two kinds of motivations (Ramlall, 2004). 

1) Inttinsic motivations: achievement, responsibility and competence. 

2) Extrinsic: pay, promotions, feedbacks. 

As a conclusion, all people have needs they want to satisfy, some are primary 

needs thus. food. water and sleep (deal with physical aspects) which are relatively 
' ' ' stable. Secondary needs that are psychological, which means are learned primarily 

through experience, these needs vary significantly by culture and by individual. 
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2.1.4.2 Utilitarian and Bedonie mot· . rvations 

A number of studies conducted in th fi ld . . e le of SNM revealed that "in man 
occasions compames that have rushed . t h Y . m O sue websites without formulating a clear 
plan have not only failed to realize a · . - ny gams, but have in some cases even had 
damaging effect on their image" (Fourni & A 1er very,2001; Mikalef et al., 2013). 
Moreover, other studies reported that" the th · • gap at exists between social media users 
and unsuccessfiJ.l company strategies for prod t · . o~ uc promot10n can be attributed to the lack 

of solid empirical findings from the research a t h 1 ·d · · reas to 1elp guide managers decisions" 

(Chang & Wild,1994; Mikalef et al.,2013). 

Mikalef et al. (2013) showed that specific aspects of social media websites trigger 

utilitarian and the hedonic motivations and this in tum impact user's intentions to 

browse for products on social media networks. They also reported that "browsing 

intention is linked in a significantly positive manner with purchasing and word -of 

mouth intention". 

A study conducted by Moe (2003) aimed to differentiate between online shoppers 
showed that online shoppers have certain shopping strategies when they go online. Each 

of these strategies is linked to a certain search behavior which tells about the user's 

motivations to visit social media websites or social networks and if this user is going to 

make a purchase or not, rather now or in the future. 

The utilitarian and hedonic motivation theory attempts to describe and clarify the 

reasons which make people "inclined to buy" (Mikalef et al., 2013). While utilitarian 

motivation is rational and goal-oriented motivation (Batta and Ahttola 1991), hedonic 

motivation is linked to the search of emotions (happiness and enjoyment) (Mikalef et 

al., 2013). Mikalef also asserted that when talking about shopping, both utilitarian and 

hedonic motivations exist regardless of the context in which they are promoted. 

Babin (1994) who investigated to utilitarian and hedonic shopping values showed 

that hedonic motivations drive unplanned shopping while utilitarian motivations do not. 

Dhar and Wertenbroch (2000) who studied the customer choice between hedonic and 

t
·1·t · d 

1 
d h t tomers will give up products for pleasure if he/she had 

utilitarian goods revealec that cust o 

t h d 
c. leasure and another product for use. Their study also 

o c oose between a pro uct 1or P e 
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showed that the type of product has diff» d · · a 1 1erent egree of impact on users; because it 
leads to different shopping behaviors under different shopping circumstances. 

Falk (1997) who studied the shopping experience reported that sensual 

simulations and the ability to browse freely anytime anywhere are crucial factors for 

shopping whether the consumer is shopping in a store or on online commercial website . 

Kim and shim (2002) agreed to Falk's findings. They argued that consumers navigate 

online shops to fulfill the needs of experience, not only for collecting information about 

products. Mathwick et al. (2001) who studied the experiential value in internet shopping 

environment, reported that the decision to buy, whether the consumer is shopping 

offline or online, depends on the enjoyment which it provides. 

A study done by To et al. (2007) studied shopping motivations on internet and 

revealed that the user's utilitarian and hedonic motivations differ between conventional 

and electronic shops; due to the core aspects of these. online platforms that shape the 

user's motivations. 

Each of the perceived utilitarian & hedonic values depends on certain aspects 

offered by social media websites (Mikalef et al., 2013).These aspects are discussed 

hereafter. 

The core aspects of SNSs that trigger utilitarian motivation: 

fi d hoppl·ng on11·ne is more convenient than l) Convenience: consumers oun s 
traditional shopping; since it bas no limited working hours and this allows 

consumers to browse or shop any time (Burke, 1997). 

2) Information availability: the Internet is considered to be the largest and most 

ffi · f information "social media integrates information from a e ac1ent source O 11 

b f . th s providing users with all necessary information about a num er o sources u 

product" (Mikalef et al., 2013, P· 23). 

. h ilability of wide range of products on social media 3) Product selection: the avaniat • 
. . . h that products will match consumer's need. and thus 

will increase the chance ' ° 
. • . b ·t attracti,·e for browsing and shopping for products makes social media wet»sites e 
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showed that the type of product has a different degr f • b ·t ee o impact on users; ecause 1 
leads to different shopping behaviors under different sh · • t 1e topping circumstances. 

Falk (1997) who studied the shopping experience reported that sensual 

simulations and the ability to browse freely anytime anywhere are crucial factors for 

shopping whether the consumer is shopping in a store or on online commercial website . 

Kim and shim (2002) agreed to Falk's findings. They argued that consumers navigate 

online shops to fulfill the needs of experience, not only for collecting information about 

products. Mathwick et al. (2001) who studied the experiential value in internet shopping 

environment, reported that the decision to buy, whether the consumer is shopping 

offline or online, depends on the enjoyment which it provides. 

A study done by To et al. (2007) studied shopping motivations on internet and 

revealed that the user's utilitarian and hedonic motivations differ between conventional 

and electronic shops; due to the core aspects of these online platfonns that shape the 

user's motivations. 

Each of the perceived utilitarian & hedonic values depends on certain aspects 

offered by social media websites (Mikalef et al., 2013).These aspects are discussed 

hereafter. 

The core aspects of SNSs that trigger utilitarian motivation: 

· 1 · is more convenient than 1) Convenience: consumers found shopping on me 
. . . h limited working hours and this allows traditional shopping; since 1t as no 

consumers to browse or shop any time (Burke, 1997). 

. il: bility: the Internet is considered to be the largest and most 
2) Information ava a I • . 

. . "social media integrates information from a 
efficient source of information, . 

. . with all necessary information about a number of sources thus providing users 
product" (Mikalef er al., 2013, p. 23). 

. . . f . d range of products on social media 
:, the availability o1 wide 

3) Product selection: 1e . h umer's need and thus 
that products will match consv 

will increase the chance . and shopping for products 
. . attractive for browsing makes social media websites 
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(Mikalef et al., 2013). When com a d . . . 
parec with traditional stores, online consumers 

find a wide range of products fitti th · ' mg tlieir needs because more retailers exist 
(Alba et al. 1997). Moreover co · · • , mparues engaging in product advertising on 
social media websites present all of their products with no need for large 
inventories (Wolfinbarger & Gilly, 2001). 

4) Customized advertisement: social media platfonns allow users to create their 

own profiles, thus enable marketers to create customized advertisements which 
will appear to users according to their specific interests & likings (McHaney, 

2013). Han & Han (2001) stated that Internet is a unique medium to provide 

consumers with "customized advertisements". This was also confirmed by 

Gordon & Lima-Turner (1997) that consumers are more likely to follow an 

advertisement that is customized to their likings than any other advertisement. 

Moe (2003) reported that personalized advertising is able to enhance user's 

intention to both the search for products and purchasing them. 

The core aspects of SNSs that trigger hedonic motivation: 

1) Trend discovery: "The concept of trend discovery refers to the procedure which 

consumer undergo in order to learn about new fashions, products, and trends" 

(Mikalef et al.,, 2013, p. 24). Social media websites including SNSs are open 
platforms for information collection from various sources and a great portion of 

· · 1 ducts (McHaney 2013). Alba et al. this information is about commercia pro ' 
· d. · trends and fashions" is one of (1997) reported that "browsmg and liscovering new 

the strongest motivations for Internet shoppers. 

. t hich the social interaction provides is one of the 
2) Socializing: the enjoyment wi .. .4  

h . (Dawon et al. 1990). Socialization is 
main reasons why consumers go s oppmg ' . . 

. : fc browsing and purchasmg products in 
considered the prime motivatwn or . · 

t in conversations when browsing 
(R , 1987). Engagemen 

conventional stores 001., ' . h • socializing more on 
ith 3leasure and motivates them in 

online provides the users witt p 
lfi bar er & Gilly, 2001). 

online communities (Wol In g 
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3) Adventure: it was found that the hed • 1 omc s loppers are more interested in 
experiencing adventure while shopping than ; ; 

any utilitarian motivation (Mikalef et 
al., 2013). Webster et al. (1993) who studied th fl . h 

e ow in uman-computer 
interactions, has reported that people use Internet t • h f 
0 expenence t e sense o 

adventure while spending the time on computer "Th lt f rf . e nove y o pe ormmg a 
task, i.e. pro<luct browsing, on new medium could influence the sense of 

adventure experience by users" (Mikalef et al., 2013, p.24). 

4) Authority and status: social media websites including SNSs give the consumers 

the authority to generate the content on the web anytime, anywhere (Henriksson et 

al., 2010). "Authority is the result of the ability of a user to decide what product to 

browse, retrieve all infonnation about the product in an effortless way and provide 

feedback which has an impact" (Mikalef et al., 2013, p. 24). Moreover, control 

over the shopping experience is an important hedonic motivation for online 

shoppers (Parsons, 2002). 

2.1.5 Two main types of search behavior for online shoppers 

Moe (2003, p. 30) reported that "Browsing through a variety of products is 
. · . h 1 oriented or an exploration-oriented considered as being a result of eitlier a goa - 

behavior". Mikalef et al. (2013, p. 20) provided that "These general categories of 

On bot11 Conventional stores as well as electronic 
consumer attitude can be found 

. for which the consumer has a 
platfonns". While "goal-oriented refers to behavior . . 

.±, "e lorator search refers to behavior in which 
specific or planned purchase in mind', expl ry . 

d d perhaps not even considering a 
the consumer is less deliberate and focuse an 

purchase" (Moe, 2003, p. 30). 
behaviors is that goal-oriented 

. between the two e . 
"The main differentiation 5duct they are looking for, while 

th y find the pro u 
consumers will purchase once e d urchase providing they 

ak Unplanne P likel to m e an exploration-oriented ones are 1 e Y ,, 20). Alford & Biswas 
. . " (Mikalef et al., 2013, p. . 

perceive a high hedonic simulation' gd b various factors including: 
. : irchase is influence y 

(2002) reported that the intention to pu d t type discount level and 
l·ty pro uc , 

aval.lability & qua 1 ' Product price, infonnation 

others. 
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"From the theory of planned behav· ·t . 
· AOri is debated that intentions are equally as 

important as actual actions, since in most h - cases t ey are a strong predictor of future 
outcomes" (Mikalef et al., 2013 p 25) It ' · · was reported that both goal-oriented and 
exploratory search behavior are linked to the p h • . . urc asing intention (Moe, 2003) and 
word of mouth intention (Mikalef et al., 2013). Shim et al. (2001) who studied the role 

of intention to search, reported that the relationship b t b · d h e ween rowsmg an pure ase 
intention is strongly applied to online searching and purchasing. 

2.1.6 Purchasing intention is linked to the word of mouth intention 

The word of mouth intention is another crucial aspect of the shopping experience 

because the consumer will proceed to share infonnation after getting engaged in the 

shopping process (Mikalef et al., 2013). The word of mouth and peer recommendations 

are becoming more significantly related to companies and marketers that are going 

online conversations with consumer communities (Oztamur & Karakadiler, 2014). 

In traditional shopping, consumers seek advice and guidance when shopping or 

buying a product, and this also applies to online shopping on SNSs (McHaney, 2013; 

Henriksson et al., 2010). 

Consumers used to talk face to face about products and companies, but now they 

have moved online and they are offering consumption- related advice by spreading 

electronic word-of-mouth (eWOM) (Henriksson et al., 2010). 

eWOM can be defined as "any positive or negative statement made by potential, 

d t ompany which is made available to a 
actual, or fonner customers about a pro uc or a c , 

· · · Int et" (Jalilvand et al., 2011, p. 43). "The 
multitude of people and institutions via em 

h · g people's behavior because of the growth of 
eWOM phenomenon has been changmn 

Internet usage" (Lee et al., 2008, P· 341 ). 

' ti is the dominate force for distributing 
"Consumer to consumer commumca ion . . . 

2013, 20). "This creates new implications 
message created by advertisers" (Paquette, ·, • ' . . 

erators of informal campaigns to their 
for marketing managers since consumers are gen . . k h 

· er 2013, p. 25). This gives marketers the 
circle of acquaintances" (Mikalef et al., ? ,(Pa ette, 2013) 

. . on social media networks 'aquetie, 
opportunity to employ viral marketing 
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Viral marketing is defined by (hr stc di- nves ope ta.com) as "Internet advertismg or 
marketing that spreads exponentially whenever a new user is added. Viral marketing 

assumes that as much new user starts using the service or product, the advertising will 
go to everyone with whom that user interacts". 

As a consequence, the product or the brand becomes an essential part of the online 

communities this consumer is attending, and this in tum will evoke a positive buzz 

about the product or the brand and will encourage other community members to become 

involved in the viral marketing (Paquette, 2013). This easy and fast spread of eWOM 

through viral marketing will have a positive impact on new consumer's attraction (Jones 

& Reynolds, 2006; Mikalef et al., 2013). Thus, viral advertising or marketing on SNSs 

has a great advantage to all marketers because communication and interaction is more 

targeted to a brand's intended consumer (Bampo et al., 2008; Paquette, 2013) 
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2.2 _Related studies 
This section presents the related studies t . categorized in thr 
1) Motivations for using SNSs. ee groups: 

2) Online advertising/online marketing. 

3) Shopping on SNSs. 

2.2.1 Motivations for using SNSs 

All the following studies investigated th ti . e mo ivations for usmg SNSs some 
studied motivation for FB users other studied wh 1 • . ' · , Y peop e engaged in using SNSs, and 

studies focused on motivation for use in the context f d d · · · o gen er an social identity 

gratifications. However, none of the studies investigated moti atic fo ·i· SNSs 5 1vat1on 1or using ·s in a 

particular community and this study will focus on the motivations of Palestinians for 

going online. 

In one study which was performed by Lin & Lu (2011) researchers aimed at 

studying the factors that make people continue to use SNS. They investigated this using 

an integrated framework of motivation theory and network externalities.in this study 

402 randomly chosen Facebook users answered an online questionnaire. The study 

results provided evidence that the proposed framework can give a good explanation of 

why people continue to use SNS. 
The practitioners in social networking field could benefit from this research in two 

ways: 1) having fun is number one reason for people using SNS and this applies to both 

genders (females & males). 2) Practitioners should bear in mind that allowing people on 

SNS to create their own atmosphere and invite their peers can be a driving force for 

these users to continue using SNS. 

(Lampe et al., 2008) investigated how the use of Facebook has changed over 
. f d 1 chosen undergraduates at Michigan 
tune. For this purpose, fielded surveys o ran om Y 

. . (c alitative) with a subset of these students 
state university and also in depth interviews (qua . . . ears of survey data and interviews 
were undertaken. As indicated by three consecutive Y . . 

. d uses of the site remained relatively 
with a subset of survey respondents, reportec .: . . or users' profiles and attitudes about the 
Constant over time, but the perceived audience Io «;> rk . d Re searchers found that social networ 
site sh ady perioc {es 1.e s owed differences over the stu'y · 
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sites depend on the interactions of many . . participants to achi 
system. They also stated that the Way particir 1eve the benefits of a full 

pants use the site and th . . 
are changing with the passage of time Res he heir SNS expenence 

. earc ers reported that changes in SNS use 
may result from both the changing content a d f n teatures of the site and the user's social 
context. 

Joinson (2008) investigated both the motives 1d· f an uses o Facebook. The research 
was performed through two stages. While the first stage 1 was an exp oratory stage where 

137 Facebook users who study online (short course) (53M & 88F)were asked to 

describe their motives for using Facebook in a number of word th d s, e secon stage was 

an analytical stage where these words were grouped in specific profiles that reflect 

Facebook user's motives and gratifications. The study results revealed that there are 

main seven categories under which the user's motives and gratifications can be listed. 

Barker (2008) aimed at investigating the motivations of SNS users - especially 

late adolescents - from two main perspectives: the influence of gender and social identity 

gratifications. 734 freshman students attending a mandatory communication class in 

spring 2008 using a questionnaire were recruited for this study. 

This study is significant; because it could reveal that people who participate in 

SNS and who have high collective self-esteem are using SNS to communicate with their 

peers and create social groups. The study results showed that females participate in SNS 

for relational purposes and creating social communities to keep up with their friends. It 

was also reported that males are more likely to use SNS for social compensation; 

because they do not have the support of peer groups that females have. 

2.2.2 Online advertising / online marketing 
. h cial networks are pivotal parts of any 

The following three studies showed that SO 
· itions available for marketers and the 

marketing plan and these SNSs have vanous op 1 
. . . decision through different stages of 
impact of online advertising on the purchasmg . , . ve a clear path for marketers to follow 
purchasing. Nonetheless, these studies don't g! ., 4] ·j] 

h 
. thi· s study will help loca reta1 ers 

wl k d esearc ers 1n en marketing on social networ s an r SNS ffectively for so they can use s e 
to understand the motives of their customers 

marketing. 
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Paquette (2013) aimed at examinin) h . £ 1ow retailers ;]; 
art f th 

· can utilize social media 
networks as a p o1 1eir marketing strategy Th. 

. . . d h . . is study of particular importance, that 
js, it highlighted that business managers should lear , 

. . rn how to communicate with their 
customers usmg social networks which chanzed th . g e way people mteract with each 
other, with the market and with the world around them. 

In this study, the researcher focused on expla· · c . mmg iour mam concepts which are 
important in the field of social media marketing· "Co , . . · nsumer s attitudes and motives" 
"User-generated Content", "Viral Advertising" and 11v·rtu 1 B d . ·. ' 1 a ran Communities". 
The study results revealed that social networking· sites can be a d t: n a/vantageous stage tor 

retailers to develop awareness of their brands and reach their specific target customers. 

Harris (2012) also confirmed that social media networks - especially Facebook  

are pivotal parts of the modem marketing plan. This study focused on studying the 

impact of SNS on online advertising in our today's society. The aim of this study was to 

explore if marketers use SNS for marketing their brands would receive in return an 

increase in brand trust, loyalty and awareness, besides becoming able to create virtual 

communities and spot target markets. 
The researcher found that SNS when used as an advertising platfonn would 

develop a positive brand attitude and brand communities that will drive the consumer to 

follow the products and services provided. This study is significant; because it could 

clarify that SNS has a great value to marketers through describing the options available 

within SNS. 

Tayeh (2007) aimed at recognizing the impact of internet advertisements on the 
. 1 p l tinian university students. The 

stages of making decision of purchasing among the 'a es 1 

. 1 thodology: the questionnaire was 
researchers used the descriptive analyt1ca me O 3 

. . . : iversities in Gaza Strip as the 
distributed on the students of the mam PaleStmtan um 

U 
: it Al Aqsa University and Al-Quds Open 

Islamic University, Al-Azhar mversi Y, - . The study concluded that internet 
University which were the study sample. f taking a decision to buy among 
advertisements has a great influence on the stages 

O 
. b any intrinsic differences etween 

students who are exposed to it, also, there are m . d ft· e they spend 
. . making like the perio O un 

students that has an impact on the decision >hand, gender and type 
d . me on the other ' 

or ille l inc mcot n internet, also age, educationa eve au ilts, the researchers Based on the resu , 
of university are not one of those factors. 
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recommended that companies must design a web page, connect th · · · 
sed sites in order to reach the largest numbers of+ ,,_ 2cir site with the most 

o potential customers. 

2.2.3 Shopping on SNSs 

The following studies illustrated motivatic fo , 
. · uons tor shoppmg on the Internet, one 

studied the motivation for shopping and browsin b d g ase on gender, other discussed the 
hedonic motivations for shopping, and others clarified h . . . tie psychological characteristics of 
online shoppers and the impact of purchasing context on h • d . pure asmg ten ency. In this 
study, researchers will try to identify the shopping motivations on FB among Palestinian 

youth. 

Albert & Hersinta (2012) explored & identified the factors that affect the 

consumer's decision to purchase online, especially who shop on Facebook. It revealed 

that the most important driving factor for people to buy products online is the 

psychological characteristic which relies on the customer's gender. They found that 

females buy because Facebook is easy to use, but males buy because of product 
uniqueness and source reliability. An interview to explore the shopping habits of 15 

consumers who shop on Facebook on a regular basis was conducted. 

Wadi & Asttal (2011) identified the reality of electronic marketing in the banks in 

Gaza strip through selecting a random sample and distributing 202 questionnaires. The 

study showed that the factors that contribute to using electronic marketing include: 

availability of data bases, safety and trust, protection of privacy and secrecy, top 

management support, and research and development. 

h h th purchasing context - whether 
Hansen & Jensen (2009) aimed to reveal w et er e 
. . iffect the consumer's tendency to make 

shopping for oneself or for a gift - would a 
. to evaluate the impact of both gender 

purchases online. The significance: it enabled us . 
d that while females are more hkely 

and purchasing situations. The researchers faun . . 
. h " This applies to both shopping 

shoppers for fun, men are significantly "qmck s oppers . . . f. temet users· 
:.. Survey questionnaires ot int ? 

Situations: shopping for oneself or for others. 
20 d fc this research. 5 women and 163 men were employe toI 
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Arnolds & Reynolds (2003) tried tc id © 
o lentify the hedonic n ·ti 

that drive the consumers to make purchases onlin no ivat10ns or reasons 
. . e. The researchers developed a six- 

factor scale included the mam shopping motivations . 
. • . and then used this scale to measure 

the hedonic motivations of adult consume Th . . rs. e found that the shoppers can be 
classified in five mam categories: the Minimalist h s, t e Gatherers, the Providers the 
Enthusiasts, and the Traditionalist. This resear h id · ' ct provides the retailer a significant 
opportunity to promote their revenues and expand th · . . . . eir consumers' commumty through 
modifying their marketmg strategies in a way that m t h d • . . . ee e oruc motivations of their 
customers. Deep interviews with adult consumers included both females & males (65 
females & 33 men) of ages ranging from 18 to 55 years. 

Slyke et al. (2002) aimed at investigating the literature written about the impact of 

gender on having the intention to browse the internet for shopping. The significance of 

this study is that, it provides evidence that females and males do not shop online equally 

and that gender is a significant predictor of intention of shopping online. The researcher 
found that females are the fastest growing population using the web, however; males are 

more likely to use the internet sites to purchase products, while females find purchasing 

online as risky. The researcher recommended the advertisers to employ high technology 

visuals that could encourage females to purchase online who usually prefer to touch 

everything they buy and pay money for it. The sampling method: a survey included 

measurement scales targeted 511 subjects of ages ranging from 17 to 48 years. 

To summarize, the researchers found a gap in the related literature between 
· · fi d · business on Facebook in Hebron 

Facebook users and companies' strategies for 1011g 
. : Facebook have not investigated yet. 

where the motivations and behavior for shoppmg on a 

ill trv to fill this gap; it will help to mark 
Therefore, in this study the researchers wi Y ' . . 

. . FB among Palestinian university 
both the motivations and behavior for shoppmg on . 

. e sho ing motivation and behavior are 
studentds in Hebron as a part of Palestine. Th PP . . fir.social networking sites such as FB. 
both fundamental parts in the flow created on me on . fi t 

k 
· in his marketing plan must irs 

Th . t FB mar etmg I 
e marketer who plans to integrate 

understand what is going on this social network. 
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The marketer can target certain customers if he is aware of their motivations that 

draw them to go online and be part of online communities. The gap that exists between 

. ] media users and unsuccessful company strategies for the product promotion can soc1a 

ttn.buted to the lack of solid empirical findings from the research areas to help guide be a 
managers decisions. 

Moreover, if the marketer could identify the type of search behavior of the 

he would be able to manage that behavior to tum most of the customers into customer, 
d 1. ncrease the rate of purchasing among customers. buyers an 
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Chapter Three: Meth d oMology 

This section presents the methodology th 
. at was used for ex lori 

otivations for use along with the shopping mot' . P ng the 
JU ivations and behavior of F 
users among Palestinian youth. acebook 

The research was exploratory in nature· since th . . . . ' . e research aimed to pinpoint the 
shopping motivation and behav10r on Facebook. It wa 1 d . Is revea e that FB IS the most 
commonly used SNS in Arab countries including Palestine (Sh & Kh 1. c en alifa, 2010). The 
study also aimed to give local retailers insights on how to use Fae b k f:t:'. . 1 ebool effectively for 

marketing through understanding the customers. 

Qualitative methodology was chosen for the analysis, particularly in-depth 

interviewing; "In-depth interviews are useful when you want detailed information about 

a person's thoughts and behaviors or want to explore new issues in depth" (Boyce & 

Neale, 2006, p.3). In addition, "Motivation researchers often collect in-depth interview 

with a few dozen consumers to uncover deeper motives" (Kotler & Keller, 2011, p.182). 

3.1 The sampling method 

The chosen sampling method of this research is the stratified random sampling. It 

is one type of probability sampling. It was selected by the researchers as the most 
. . d · kn wledge of the population 

appropnate method to be used; since they ha previous 10 t d th current university students 
under analysis (Trochim, 2006). The researchers targe e e . 
. . d I fi tics in Palestine Polytechnic 
in the College of Administrative Science an norma 

University. · de sure that they have represented 
With a probabilistic sample, the researchers ma 

. . . volves random selection and non- 
the population well; since probability sample in 

probability sampling does not (Trochim, 2006). 

2 Methodology steps 
3.2.1 G . . t dy population . Th · ettmg mformed about the s u . the population. e 

. lo ed for studying . . 
The stratified random sampling was employ© college of Administrative 

Stu · enrolled in the o 
dy sample consisted of university students . d o the current semester. 

Scie,» ,, {echnic University dunlll# 
nee and Infonnatics at Palestine Polyt 
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revious question. When conducting in-de th . . p! Dt interviewing, it · 
robing technique wherever necessary to dow ' i mcludes employing the 

p . d th . t . · n-reach the real motives 
The 111- ep 111 erv1ewmg approach · 

. was used to acquire as m 
ossible about what motivates university stud · much data as p ents for usmg FB . 

FB · rf 1 The mn general and fo 
shopping on 111 par :1cuar. ie in-depth intervie : r 

. . w consisted of open-ended uesti 
to understand the interviewees deeply (see Appendix IV q tons 

. , Page 70), but these questions 
were controlled & guided to cover the study main topics: 

1) Motivations for using Facebook 

2) Motivations for shopping 

3) Shopping Behavior on Facebook 

The researchers collaborated to conduct the research interviews; each researcher 

conducted a number of interviews separately. While one researcher started to make 

interviews with female students, the other two researchers conducted interviews with 

male students. The researchers stayed in contact with each other so they can reach a 

sample that matches the students' distribution in the college. 

Each interview lasted in average 35 minutes. The majority of the interviews 

were conducted in the university campus, but some were conducted at the student's 

work place. 
Researchers made sure they included students from all fields of specialization, 

and the number of students selected for each field was proportional to the students' 

percentage for each specialization field relative to the whole students' number in this 

11 th t th Sample consists of an equal 
co ege. Moreover the researchers made sure a e ' . 

hi · th their distribution in the 
number of male and female students; because t s agrees wi _ 

. 1 The study sample was 20 students; 
college and helps to obtain a representative sample. e s 
10 ·h sent the Palestinian youth. 

male and 10 female university students w o repre 

: 20 interviews, they have reached a 
The researchers found that by conducting . h & 

:% finding agrees with what Crouc 
sufficient number required for reliable results. This I th 20 
Mc . · a qualitative research, less an 

Kenzie (2006) stated in their study "In ,at ship between the . : ;lose relation 
partic- 5ld d maintain a C 

icipants will help a researcher to buil an "The 'sweet spot' sample 
info+ . rdr to Latham(2015) : 

Imation obtained". Moreover, according h genous interview 
: {s 15 to 20 1omo 

size c- tud es 1 Ior many qualitative research s 1 
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P
articipants". There is another study d conducted by B 
(10 males, 10 females) when she collect d d . erry 0999) involved 20 students 

e ata using i d . · In-depth interviews 
Interviews were randomly conducted b · Y the researchers wh 

university students. They relied on the 1 1 . 
0 
targeted a sample of 

ca cuiations shown in (A . 
make sure they have the appropriate t 'fi ppe

nd
zx 111, page 69) to 

stratified sar l ' mp e which presents the study 
population. 

Each researchers summarized the intervi h iews e/she made as soon as it is 
completed .This enabled them to analyz th e e results and classify the main findings 

easily and fast. 

To make sure that the interview technique d . f~ . . . use is effective, a combination of both 

the guided & standardized open-ended interview w d Th " 'as use • e open-ended approach 

was employed because it is preferred when two or mo h · re researc ers are conductmg the 

interviews. Moreover, the researchers sough to covering all t · d · · · topics under investigation 

and so they also used the guided approach. 

3.3 Data Analysis 
After conducting the interviews separately, each researcher summarized the 

interview conducted and the quotes from the respondents, the analysis process started. 

First, each researcher analyzed the interviews he/she recorded. Then, each researcher 
made copies of the analysis he/she made and gave them to the other researcher. After 

that, each researcher re-analyzed the interviews of his colleagues. Next, all the 

researchers gathered to make an overall assessment and discussion of the each interview 

where each researcher explained his/her viewpoint and understanding of the 

interviewee's personality and behavior depending on his/her analysis of each interview. 

The researchers also refer to the definition and classifications given in the related 

studies; so that they make sure they gave the appropriate analysis. In the end, they made 

together a classification of each interviewee as a FB user and a FB shopper. All results 

obtained are presented in the "Results" section. 
It worth mentioning, that the interviews were conducted in Arabic, then the 

l
·nt · quotes were translated to English by one of the 

erviews and the respondents' 

researchers. 
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Chapter Four: Results and D; .: 1seussion 
This section presents the main findings of the 

. research. The researchers h 
all infonnation obtamed from the in-depth interviewin gat ered 

· £ analyzed them, discussed the 
conclusion and then categonzed the findings. 

4.1 :Motivations for using Facebook - 
The following are the categories for the motivations ~ . ' tor using Facebook that 

were obtained from the in-depth interviews:- 

1) Business: using Facebook for business if he or she is an admin of a 
Facebook page that presents certain products to the public. Thus, the 

admin publishes posts, comments, responds to customers, massages and 

males the page active. "I promote my business through FB", "I spend my 

time on FB mostly as an admin for many business and college pages" 

2) College -related use: students use their Facebook accounts so that they 

can join online groups, follow up with the university pages and their 
college news, and they can also work on projects with their colleagues. " 

I use FB for keeping up with college news and joining the college 

groups" 
3) Communication: people want to keep contact with other they know 

(family, friends or acquaintances), usually via private messages using 

their Facebook accounts. "I use FB to chat with my friends" 
. . b" "I 1 use it in the mean time because 

4) Habits: using FB is a daily hatnit. on Y 

it became a habit for me" 
Facebook to keep contacted to their 

5) Keeping in touch: people use 
% dis 1tolaces or countries. "I use FB 

friends, especially those who live in listant p a . 11 

. . ends who are in different countries . 
to stay in touch with my old fri . date with everything 

. 1 o online to keep up 
6) Keeping updated: peop e g .. Facebook enables 

. . they go onhne because 
happen in their social circles or : dmost every press 

jl and fast, since a 
update eas1 Y ' them to know news • "I like to follow college 

s read their news. l 
agency has a Facebook to p :.,> iation about cars and 

major, new intorT 
pages and pages related to my ' with all what is new, news 

know and keep up 
computers", "I use FB to 
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7) Sharing photographs: peop] · p e tend to upload th . 
other photos they like "I 1 .. eir personal and share 

. ove postmg photo t 1 d s o see how people react" "I 
up oa my personal photos for my fri d ' 

. " en to see, and to keep them as 
memones 

8) For Shopping: people who brows er or search Facebook pages of stores 
they know or heard about they kee . . p gomg onlme to keep up with the 
latest fashion trend or recent technol 1 1 ogica re eases. "I use FB just for 
shopping" 

9) Virtual people watching: watching people profiles on Facebook 

whether they know the person or they want to know about him or her." I 

also use FB to watch profiles to people I know or I listen about to see 

how their personality are in FB" 

This study revealed that "Keeping updated" is number one motivation for using 

Facebook, and it is followed by "Communication". There were 12 out of 20 students 
who have "Keeping updated" as their main motivation for Facebook use, and there were 

8 out of 20 students who go to Facebook for "Communication". These results agree 

with the fact that SNSs as a part of Web 2.0 provide a layer for social interaction 

(McHaney, 2013). 

4.2 Motivations for shopping on FB 

The researchers found that the following utilitarian and hedonic aspects trigger 
. he ilitei aspects included: Convenience, 

shoppmg on FB among the respondents. T e uti.i anan a 
. Th hedonic aspects included: Trend 

Information availability, and product selection. ne 
. I J h revious aspects are explained on 

discovery, Socializing, and Adventure. (Each of the P 

Pages 29-30) 
. . or FB using are linked to the motivation 

The study revealed that the motivations fo ;. 5 
·. 5tto enter Facebook social network, 1l 

of FB shopping: since the use of FB is the firSt spo . 
. ' art of the flow online. Through using FB 
18 the main factor that makes people become P Th being . ed in the online platform. en, I 

for a period of time, people will be engag6- 4 t hopping channels 
. ition and awareness aOu; s 
lllvolved will increase the person's atten! . . 1 1 this would lead to 
·: high experiential value, 

available on FB. If this person perceived a 4,, 5f Hoffman & Novak 
: agrees with the findings 01 +; 

unplanned purchase in the future. This gr d . the flow created online 
FB becomes engage m 

(2009) who reported that one who uses 
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and this in tum will lead to trigger the . purchasing intenti 
(Hoffman & Novak, 2009). uon and making a purchase 

The interviews revealed that 12 of 20 students have utilitari . . 
they shop on FB, and 8 of 20 have hedoni : . an motivations when 1c motivations. The result . 
done by Mikalef et al. (2013) which d s agree with a study asserte that both utilit: > . . dl 1 1arian and hedonic 
motivations exist regar less of the context in whi ich they are promoted p . 
research reported that SNSs have certain as t h · revwus . . . . pee s t at shape the user's utilitarian and 
hedonic motivations (Mikalef et al., 2013). This c ld . ·· · coul explain why the majority of 
students have utilitarian motivation as they tend t fi d . 0 n something they can utilize or 

benefit from when· they shop online. This agrees ith id , wi a study done by Dhar & 

Wertenbroch (2000) who reported that customers would h c oose a product they can 

utilize if they had to choose between a product for pleasure a d th d ~ n ano er pro uct 1or use. 

They are also preserved when go on FB because they still perceive FB as being only a 

tool for socializing and browsing for new products. 

4.3 Shopping Behavior on Facebook 

Moreover, the shopping behavior on FB is a crucial element to be identified in 

FB shopping; since some customers browse for products, others search for new trends 

and other customers look for alternatives and make a purchase. But, the shopping 

behavior can only be identified if the motivations are clarified (Hoffman & Novak, 

2009). The interviews showed that the shopping behavior is exploratory for females, 

while it is goal-oriented for males. The "goal-oriented" shoppers have a planned 

purchase online, and the "exploratory" shoppers are less focused and they are likely to 

make unplanned purchase (Moe, 2003). 
· · · · d 'th rt · shopping strategy which tells 

Each shopping behavior is associated wit certain 
about the type of FB shopper (Moe, 2003) (see Table 2 on the next page). When 

1 
. · t found that most of females (8 

analyzing the shopping strategy of the FB users, 1 was . • t t gy on FB. It was also found 
out of 10 students) have "browsing" as their shopping stratc · 

h 
h have "browsing' or "knowledge 

t at males are mostly "searching", and the rest of t em a 

building" as their shopping strategy. 
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The shopper intends to a,, 
any _su?stantial information~ a purchase and is not lackin 
;ciwe aiac ,,"" " e iii did, 
s opper s tendency to e,,,"®@-buying vi sits is the 
patterns. It much focused 

Buying 

Searching 

search 

Like 1 e directed-buying . 
d
. v1s1ts search . irected with a plann d ' c_ v1s1ts are also goal- 

1 · · e purchase 1 · d ies m the timing of that h n mm . The difference 
Se h . . pure ase arct visits, are motivated by 
objective of these visits is to y ~ future purchase. The 
to help make a more opna,,',""® '®Jevamt intonation 

Browsing Browsing is do · t db minate Y exploratory search behavior 

'K.""." "@we «i, by the hedo . t 1 _the better pure has mg decision and more 
me u ility derived from the in-store experience 

Knowledge Building The shopper's objective is to increase product and/or 
marketplace expertise. The consumer is not necessarily 
considering any specific purchase, but the information 
acquired may influence future purchasing decisions. 

4.4 Types of Shoppers 

The interviewees were classified in groups according to their shopping behavior. 

Th' is classification was based on the study conducted by Arnolds & Reynolds (2003) 

which showed the different categories of shoppers according to the reasons that 

motivate them to go online. In this research, it was found that there are four main types 

of shoppers (see Table 4, page 52). 

The in depth interviews revealed that 1 0 of 20 individuals were value shoppers 

The value shoppers focus on what is received and what is given when they shop on FB 

(Arnolds & Reynolds, 2003). This is a result of FB being a successful SNS which 

creates an appealing atmosphere for its users and enables them to be not only content 
consu 2013). This is supported by SeraJ 

umers, but also content generators (McHaney, · · 
(2012) who revealed that consumers choose to spend time on certain social networks 

according to the perceived value delivered to the consumers. 
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tudents in Hey CI nor 

characteristics of the ideal age differ _accord; ny to the 

A study done by Seraj (2012) reported th . at there is a diff 
1 t b 

1erent pe • 

d l
·vered to the customer etween successful d fa · rcerved value ell anc tailing onli 

1
. me commu ·1· . 

aled that the on ine community characteristic ±mitues, it also 
rev ics would create value ti 

t The c. · · • or customers d 
jggers engagement. erefore, it is important to ide + '®"" tn o 1 entify each type of sho 

their ideal pages (see Table 5, page 54). ppers and 

4,4 2 The characteristics of the ideal admin differ d . ..:- . accor mg to the type of shoppers 

Besides identifying the motivation for joining FB th pages, t ere are other factors 
influencing shopping behavior; factors that bring satisfaction t f . . , ypes o mteract1on on 

online social networks, and intention of members to re-use (Seraj, 2012). All these 

factors are linked to the kind of admin who manage the page (see Table 6, page 57). 

This research results revealed that only 4 of 20 students are not affected by 

others when making a purchase decision. 16 of 20 are affected and the degree of impact 

varies if the person is his/her peer or family members and if the product needs the 

opinion from someone who is an expert. Moreover, 2 of the interviewees said "I won't 

be affected if I know the page well and I will defend it". The study also revealed that 

most of the respondents "feel "/"consider" themselves influencers to other people, but 

practically they don't give infonnation or advices unless someone asked them: "I won't 
c.' · " Businesses can 

say anything either good or bad unless someone asked for my opimon · 
b fi . · · M H 2013.p 14) that is provided by 
ene it from "a layer of social interaction" ( c aney, 3 · 

. · : ind impressions about the 
social networks by encouraging customers to share opinions a 

h 
t ers seek advice when they 

Product to promote the brand reputation where ot er custom 

want to buy a product. 

ender difference is a si nificant 
redictor of sho 

behavior on FB 
6 t of 10 females 

. . . t was found that ou 
While examining gender· differences 1 urchased a product 

actu:] . f 1 o males actually P 
a ly purchased a product online, O out O dare willing to do 

than once an onlin hase more d e as well. However females made a pure findings their stud} 
it . ' . 00) confirms these ' 

@gain. A study done by Slyke et al. (20 
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ded evidence that males and females don t h po ,, . . 0 s op online equall 
. -ficant predictor of intention of shopping onl. Y and that gender is sigl ne. 

The fact that females are more likely to make a. · • 
. purchase online is also link 

h frequency of use and duration of FB session a fi 1 ed to 
t e . . s emaes tend to spend more time on 
FB because they had browsmg as their shopping strat Th' . egy. IS agrees with Slyke et al 

(zoOO) who reported that gender has an impact on havin h . . · . • ·8 t e mtention to browse the 
·nternet for shoppmg. Thus, browsmg leads females to mak h 1 • e a pure ase more frequently 
than males; since one who browses FB becomes gradually en d . h. . . gage m t e flow onlme 
which in tum triggers the purchasing intention. This is supported by . ' a previous research 

done by Shim et al. (2001) which reported that the relationship between browsing and 
purchasing intention is strongly applied to online searching and purchasing. 

The four main categories of FB shoppers (shown in Table 4, page 52) included 

both females and males under the same shopper category. However, it was revealed that 

males and females who belong to the same category have different FB session 

durations. While female value shoppers spend an average of 5 hours/day on FB, males 

spend 1.5 hours/day. Female idea shoppers spend 9 hours/day, and males spend 2 

hours/day. 

4.6 The barriers that challenge using FB for shopping 

The study results exhibited a number of barriers that challenge using FB for 
. . . . · I FB: "There are a number 

shopping: First, lack of trust in shopping online and especia Y 

of fake pages and I could be subjected to fraud". 
. . re that supports shopping on FB. 

Second there is no technological infrastructut' ·ibl 
' the are not aware of the possit I€ 

Students have never thought of shopping on FB as y · mnliue I thought that shopping O m 
shopping procedures: "I don't shop on FB because 
l " a ways needs a visa card and involves a lot of stages · 
shopping According to some 

. . · g FB for s · 
Finally, cultural factors discourage usin± , h ping on FB is new 

· t · · fi · "the idea O s op 
in erv1ewees, shopping on FB is not common or . · ular here". Other 

shopping is not pop-. 
and people are not used to it", " using FB for ·ir to use it for shoppmg. 
re k d are not willing a· t . 

Spondents see FB only as a social networ an +ly as an interme 1a e, 
" . ducts even on lwill., , rchasingpI0 _.» pgisonl-s, never think about using FB forpr ,acialwehsit@!75y] 
be k d n~mm ---"~ - · ·· · , .. ,,;..1~r 1 

\ Cause f» .:4] 3twork an0 .4-" 3-,F7-4%' lorme FBis only a social net s, T,-€ wveusik j sllflo--'l 
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. 1 network and for staying updated and not fc sh . 
,soc0! or shopping, and Id 

1 
thes pages". ' on t press like to 

{he cl0 

4 7 The reasons that would drive customers to . '- Dress unhke 

The study revealed reasons that drive custom . . . ers to unlike the page. The 
earchers classified those reasons mto two categories· l) Actm· res · m-related, 2) Post- 

related (see Table 6 below). However, 4 of the interviewees don't press unlike 
according to them it is not something they would do "I don't press unlike". ' 

Table 3: Reasons to press unlike 

Admin-Related 
I will ress unlike if 

"I send a message and there was "The page that exaggerate m 
no respond" posting" 

"I asked about a product and no "When the comments on the post are 
one responds" inappropriate" 

"The ad.min I was dealing with "The post is silly" 
changed and also the way he 
talks with me" 

"The admin posts unrelated 
subjects on the. page" 

"The admin repeats the posts" 
"The page is unnecessary; th© 
admin posts once every while 

. I to be boo ht on FB 
4.8 The kind of roducts that is more like 

k f trust is the dominant barrier which 
The results showed that although the lac O •rnng to purchase low- 

. online, they are WI 
restricts the students from purchasing products . . Palestine; products such 
risk; ·ichisnotavailable1. not 
s products and distinctive products whic! find things that are 

. asier for me to I . " "I 
as accessories and perfumes: "FB makes it e . e and with acceptable pnce , 
@vailab]. .:. tha special, um1qU6 ,,,, Dhar and llable in any local store; things that are .:. is prestigious> 
buv 5eFB shopping of impact 

Y special product through FB and to m different degree 
W f roduct has a 
ertenbroch (2000) reported that the type O p 
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~ k Shopping Motivations and Behavior an'gggg] 
~
aceboO tong Umversity St d . 

udents in H>j, " 1Ion 

g; because it leads to different shopping b h . 
nus©Io» havior under diffe : 

. h • s consistent with these findings. 1lterent circumstances 
~~ 1 ' 

In addition, it was found that both the locati /h ion w ere FB 
1. d users have internet 

ection to go on me an the type of device used t b 
con!l Io ve on FB are not signifi 

FB d h . 1 1cant 
t rs that impact usage an sopping. 

facto 

The Study Limitations - 
It's worth mentioning that the researchers planned to include more than 20 

individuals in the study, but they faced some challenges (or limitations) including: some 

students said they don't understand the research topic, other said they don't have time to 

make an interview. Some others were unwilling to give information or they don't want 

their voices to be recorded, and some students said they don't have Facebook accounts. 

Moreover, some of the students are not aware that shopping on FB even exists. 
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ie divide 1ations 
This section is livided into two parts. The first 

fu
rther research and the second part includ part contains suggestior f es some ma . ns or - nagenal im 1 · . 

retailers. p ications for local 

Chapter Five· R . ecommend . 

S.1 Further Research - 
• This research results showed 4 kinds of sho ppers, further resear ch . 

conducted to discover other types. re es could be 

• Considering a specific industry, a h researc could be do t . . . ne o uncover what 
specific motives could tngger customers to h . pure ase a certain product online 
( e.g., clothes). 

• Differences between genders could be a sub1e tf fu h . J c 10r rt er researches either in 
their preferences or shopping behavior. 

• Other researches investigating the same subiect could b d .c h · 'J' e one 1or ot er age 

categories. 

5.2 Managerial Implications 

Any local retailer runs a business or intends to start one, should first identify 

his/her customers carefully in order to design a marketing strategy that is effective to 

attract them. After detennining what kind of shoppers are targeted; being idea, value, 

adventure or social shoppers, the following implications should be taken into account: 

If the customers are classified as Idea shoppers, the retailer should design 
th
e 

FB page to contain catchy and beautiful pictures, the product's price are given· along 
with ih» a> % th icture from different 

1 the picture, and display the product clearly in more than one pct 
an.els ld als try to present divers© 
nge s with details about the product. The retailers woul a so 
prod · · trnosphere of variety. 

ucts in a well-organized order that would create an a 
the retailer should concentrate 

If the customers are classified as Value shoppers, 1 ays 
on . . unts These customers are a w 

posting new products with sales offers and disco · such as :: strategics 
lookino% ;:. aded to try prictn8 

g for offers and promotions, it is recommen- -% comments IO 
bundle . . u with their customers 

pncing. The retailers should always keep P . · a friendly way · h mueries 1 
&veh,- s% to their 9 

Im/her they are looking for ( e.g., by answenng 
hds 3ealing tO thern). 

ggeSts offers to make the product more ap 



~ . u . . 
book Sltoppmg 1Y..1.oflvatio11s and Beha . 

Face' 'oramong Un. .±, !" nversity Stud Ments in Hety ron 

If the customers are classified as Social 1 . s 1oppers, the . 

P
ond fast and provide details, post every n retailer should alwa res] ew trend and . d ys 

d d d th · products, and t k {ertaine an engage e retailer also should , o eep them en encourage sh • . . 
out the products with their families and fri d . laring opinions and tastes 
a o en s.m addition, di: 51 . 
,ersonal profile is important to gain the customers' trust. ' Playing the admin 

If the customers are classified as Adventur sh 
. . . re stoppers, these shoppers are more 

interested m expenencmg adventure than the product it- lf- . 
. . se ' they are motivated by the 

hedonic aspects hke shoppmg through a new virtual :di 
. . me mm. However, the retailer 

should display all the information about the product · t • . . 1 s pnce, its image & available 
offers 

5.2.1 General Implications 

✓ Being credible, transparent and interactive are the most favorable characteristics 

the admin should be characterized by to win the trust of his/her customers and 

build a good relationship with them which leads to win-win for both sides. 

✓ The page name is better to be in both Arabic and English, so the customers are 

not miss-leaded with other pages than the retailer's page. 

✓ To be honest and direct about the products price, customers deserve to have right 

and stable prices 

✓ Display clear, real photos about the product. 
. • about the product and 

✓ Encourage an atmosphere of sharing op1rnons 
'· the ·itive effect of eWOM 

expectation/reality differences to gain t e post iv . 
ers to make them feel special 

✓ Design personal profiles for your regular custom 1akin improvements to better serve 
✓ Receiving complaints from customers aud m g . ·n keep 

. 5inion matters and this WI 
the customers would let them feel that their op 

' 
them loyal. 
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Appendices - 

Figure 1: Percentage of Social N 
ammrterontresow mo .,"®®s» 

Hebron 
10% 

m 
10% 

Jerusalem 
9% 

Figure 2: Percentage of social networks use for 
Palestinians of different age categories 
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Figure 3: Percentage of users of s . 
1 k . p 1 : i0cia 

networ! .s m a estine according to gender 

Male 
55% 

Obtained from the Palestinian Central Bureau of Statistics (2014) The data were 
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dix II: 

~ t distribution in the college of Administrative Sciences and studen s . . 
The n the data obtained from the Registrallon Department for the year t·cs based o 1nforrna i . 

2014-2015. 

~lj.111~\ 

2014 

- . 69 
~ 

Ahl) s±6 

80 
69 
57 
52 
96 
95 
43 
154 
8 
21 
67 

I 71 
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aix III: Aeue. . 
the data obtamed, the researchers found that the male a d ~ 

From.,_ @no female lly distnbuted. Each field of specialization has the same pro rt· are equal 9portion 
students d' tribution in the college. The total number of students in 2014/2015 % the 11su ad;3ii% 4; 

seen 
1
~ . contemporary business administration was 193. The total number of all 

alized in 866. Whe divid; specta . . the same semester was . en 1v1 mg 193 by 866, the result tudents mn » 
college s This number represents their ratio in the college. 

Uals (0.22). eq" 
the vear 2014/2015: For --- 

Male Female Specialization 

business 98 95 Contemporary 
administration 

63 66 [informatics 
89 81 Accounting 

147 41 Graphics design 
14 30 Economics 

69 Project management 73 
485 - 381 Total 
0.56 - Ratio 0.44 

For the year 2015: 

Specialization Male 
Female 

Contemporary 
administration 

business 80 
69 

lnfonnatics 57 
Accounting 96 
Graphics design 43 
Economics 8 
Project management 67 
l'otal 351 
Ratio 0.43 

52 
95 

({Q 
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~ 
.ry- The Interview Guide 

dis I .: 
~ . 

h
ave an account on social networks other than FB? What d 1) po you . ma e you to 

make a FB account? When? Is FB your favorite social network? Why? 

ll me what do you do on FB? 
) T° y Do you follow commercial pages on FB? What kind? How did you reach these 

pages? What things were the most attractive to you? How do you react with the 

pages posts? 
)y What do you think about shopping on FB? Did it change the way you shop? In 

which direction? 
5) Have you ever bought something on FB? If yes, talk about your experience and 

would you repeat it? Did you like it, if not, why? Would you try it in the future? 

6) When you shop on FB, what do you prefer to see? 

7) When you want to buy a product, do you visit FB pages? What the first thing 

you look for? 

8) The ideal shopping page for you is? 
9) When browsing pages on FB, how do you like the presentation of the product? 

10) How do you see the difference between traditional shopping and shopping on 

FB? What did the FB added in your point of view? 

11) In case you liked a product very much and you want to buy it, tell me what do 

you do next? How would you contact with the page admin? 

12) Do you trust the pages posts or what people say about a product? 

13) Do what people say always affects you or the decision is all yours? 

14) If someone posted that the product you want to buy is not good after he/she has 

used it, would you still want to buy it? Would your answer be different if a 

person you know or a friend was the one who posted this opinion? 
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